
19 CHF/ 20 min

Premiumbasic

3 oracle cards + 2 gifts

via whatsApp

 

PROMO
First 10 calls at

half price

Pro

Personalised guide with oracle cards
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5 oracle cards + 3 gifts via

WhatsApp 

Spread 5 oracle cards + 5

tarot cards + 

4 gifts via whatsApp Ask me about a
personal or
professional issue
and I will channel
a message for you
with my oracle
cards so that you
receive clarity.
I will deliver the
spread to you by
whatsApp

39 CHF/ 35 min 59 CHF/ 50 min

Ask me about a
personal or
professional issue
and I will channel
various messages
for you with my
oracle cards so
that you receive
clarity.
I will deliver you
the spread by
whatsApp

Ask me about a
personal or
professional issue and
I will channel various
messages for you with
my oracle cards so
that you receive
clarity.
I will deliver you the
spread by whatsApp



TESTIMONY
Alvaro

Wow interesting your
spread, more real
impossible, totally true,
that's how I really feel.
Shocking, what you tell
me about the couple is
one of my fears
absolutely. Very deep,
powerful and special
messages.  Very
interesting your gift, you
are channelling in a pure
state. I feel happy and
grateful.

TESTIMONY
Jose Antonio

The cards are very nice
and the messages really
resonated with me. Thank
you especially for the
gifts, I liked them very
much!

TESTIMONY
Miriam

I'm freaking out, I can
identify with the messages
1000%. It's all just like that. I
love it, thank you. It's so
good to hear all this. I will
listen to the messages again
before going to sleep.



POSSIBLE QUESTIONS
Love and relationships

 
1.What do I want from the relationship?

Where is the relationship going? 
 

2. What do I need to do to "let go" of hurts from other relationships? How do I allow love into
my life?

3. What is going on with X now, what information do I need to have to understand him/her
better?

4. What does the relationship with X offer me? What do I need to know that I may not be seeing?
5. How does my partner see me?

How do I see her?
What do we need to work on to be good in the relationship?

6. What brings us together?
What separates us?

What needs attention?
7. What am I afraid of?

What is my partner afraid of?
How can we come together in trust and love?



POSSIBLE QUESTIONS
Personal development

Where am I now?1.
What is my next most aligned action?

2. What do I need to know about my life/relationship/project?
What do I need to focus on to enhance my gifts? What do I need to do to feel
more confident in myself? What do I need to do to feel more love for myself?
4. What have I forgotten, what do I need to remember now, what action do I

need to take for my highest good?
5. What experience from the past is serving me right now? What action do I

need to take for my highest good? Where is this situation leading me?
6. Where is this other person/family/friend coming from, what energy does
this other person/family/friend bring, how do their actions affect me, what

will I experience as a result?
7. What do I need to know about forgiving myself or X? Why do I keep

holding on instead of letting go?



POSSIBLE QUESTIONS
Business and enterpreneurship

What do I want from this business? Where is this business going?1.
2. What is happening with Service / Launch / Webinar / Employee /
Partner now? What information do I need to have to understand it

better?
3. How do my potential customers see me? How do I see myself as a

professional? 
4. Where am I right now with my business? Where am I evolving to?

5. What am I not seeing about the business/situation? What is my
learning from this experience?

6. What action do I need to take to get closer to my desired outcome?
What experience can I expect to get there?



Contact me per whatsApp  
0034615561544

Special offer :
1 oracle card + 

1 gift 
9 CHF


